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Code Comment

AAB albino

AD adult

AF at feeder

AM adult male

AP alternate plumage

AQ adequate details

BD banded

BP basic plumage

DD details desired

DM dark morph

DW dark winged

ED excellent details

EO experienced observer

ES estimated number

EX exotic

FC first CBC record

FE feral

FP female-plumaged

FS first state record

FW first winter

GD good details

HE high elevation

HH hand held

HO heard only

HY hypothetical

IJ injured

IM immature

IV ID by voice

LO low

MD marginal details

ML migrant lingering

MO many observers

NC new to count

ND no details

Code Comment

NNF not Forster's

NH call not heard

NU not unusual?

OU origin unknown

PD poor details

PH photo

PS present for some time

QN questionable number

QR questionable record

(historical data)

QU ?

RA radio collared

RC record count

RE refuge estimate

(historical data)

RI recent introduction

RL recently released

RN remarkable number

RP reintroduced population

RR remarkable record

RT responded to tape

RW regular in winter

SK sketch

SP specimen

SW second winter

UD unconvincing details

UE uncountable exotic

UR under review

VP viable population?

VT videotaped

WM white morph

WR winter state record

YM immature male

Christmas Bird Count Editorial Codes and Database Flags
Two-letter codes are often used by regional editors to better explain or question a
given record. Database flags can be set by compilers and regional editors to indicate
an unusual species, high count, or low count. This list will aid you in deciphering
the keys when reading accounts in the summaries and on the website.

Database flags
US = Unusual species
HC = Unusually high count
LC = Low count

Reminder
The Christmas Bird Count is

always held December 14

through January 5.

To find out the date of a specific
count, go to the CBC home page

www.christmasbirdcount.org
and click “Get Involved,” or

contact your local Audubon
chapter or center.

Calling
All Counters!
We’re always looking for images to

use in American Birds, such as

photographs of birds seen during the

Christmas Bird Count or participants in

the field. If you would like your pictures

considered for publication, please go to

the CBC page on the Audubon website,

www.christmasbirdcount.org, and click

on the link for online photo submittal.
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Database flags
▲ Triangle before a count name = New count
Boldfaced species name = Unusual species 
Boldfaced number = Unusually high number


